LifeLines
a proposed world trade center monument
In 2003 a competition was held to choose a memorial for the
World Trade Center. This work is part of a proposal that will
vie with 13,000 other proposals to add to the architecture in
the hollow left when the buildings were removed. It represents
an almost anti-architectural approach—unobtrusively oﬀering
real-world information to support a visitor’s thought process:
seeking closure for the events that brought them to this spot.

This stone wall is a timeline representing the collective experience of the World Trade Center victims, and
the both objective and personal occurrence that created history: the abrupt synchronization of their deaths.
Each groove starts at a height proportional to that person’s birth year and continues upwards. But all of
them stop at least three inches short of the top: the monument completion year of 2004. On one side the
grooves are sorted from longest to shortest, creating a curve that shows the distribution of ages, from
eighty-two to two. Three thousand is a hard number to grasp all at once. But seeing these inscribed lines—
knowing that every inch is a year of someone’s life—gives a sense of the magnitude of human experience
lost on September 11. This level of anonymity lets those who don’t have an immediate personal stake in the
event relate to it. The abstract ﬁeld of grooves shows people’s lives as a coherent group. The texture made by
the grooves resonates with life processes: their upward ﬂow evokes optimism and growth; the gentle curve
shows the beauty of the natural distribution in the population—these are signs of life, not death.
The overall gestalt of the curve quickly resolves into details: the few elderly stand out: long grooves at the
beginning. Six grooves stop eight inches short of the others: six people died in the attack of 1993. Three tiny
grooves cap the rightmost edge: three toddlers were on the planes. This diagram repays the closest scrutiny
because the structure comes from nature itself—not limited by one designer’s vision or intent. We can study
it for insights that may have escaped its creators. We can trust it because of its simplicity; mentally reach
through it to grasp the world.
an intimate place for details
The anonymous overview gives a universal context, but some visitors are looking for a more speciﬁc level
of detail, or have a more personal tie. As they walk to the other side of the monument they enter a rich,
protected quiet. The monument creates an open-skied corridor: plants growing up the wall are reﬂected
in the shiny granite, a visual refuge for eyes relaxing in grief or meditation. On this side of the stone the
grooves are carved in alphabetical order; each one is labeled by the person’s name, appearing at the height
of their birth year. It is easy to ﬁnd families, grouped by their similar names, or individuals—walk to the
last name, or scan vertically based on age. Alphabetical listing randomizes the curve seen on the outside but
reveals something else: now the image evokes grasses on a plain. The rhythms of life are still visible in the
scattered names; details are still discernable within the ﬂow.

A visitor descends into the space, coming to the foot of a
shallow hill. At the top of the hill stands a dark green granite
rectangular stone. It is human scale in height but as large as
a small building in width. Vertical grooves ﬁll the stone, ﬁrst
almost touching the ground, then starting ever higher as they
proceed to the right. Each of these unlabelled grooves, seven
feet long on the left and a mere two inches long at the far right,
represents someone’s life. An inch for each year of life.

information, psychology, and personal closure
More than just a clever way to introduce variation and reference to an architectural design, information
visualization techniques evoke the visceral understanding that supports emotional closure. The “decoding”
process here is not an intellectual puzzle—ﬁguring out what parts of some architect’s design relate to
which abstract concepts—here information is compelling and tangible. These diagrams manage the ﬂow of
information, giving visitors time to build associations—to create meaning out of that data. The ideas are not
forced: the data waits patiently for the moment when visitors are ready to integrate the event into their lives.
Psychologically, this design lets people build their own stories from information they synthesize themselves,
resulting in deeper personal meaning and more eﬀective closure. Importantly, these stories can be retold,
and integrated even more deeply. And the stories will center on the event—not the design, e.g. “Did you see
the shorter lines? Six people died in 1993.”
Good visualization matches the importance of each idea with the salience of its perceptual presentation.
Grooves representing life experience are the strongest visual element, and their unnatural alignment at the
top directly expresses the essence of the tragedy. The alignment is crafted to be subtle, a second-level reading
partially masked by its proximity to the stone’s edge, to keep the focus on living. But it won’t be mistaken
for a design element or limitation of the stone-carver’s art: details will always draw the less casual eye back
to what it really means. There is both beauty and horror in this dataset. Exposing the data’s structure with
accuracy and respect lets it vibrate with life even as it chills us with the magnitude of the crime.

